
CREWPORTAL
Unique Solutions for a
Unique Industry
Airlines depend on ELP Aviation because our software
improves operational efficiencies, eases crew
interactions, and increases profitability. We offer
products that provide scalable and agile solutions
based on the individual Carrier’s needs. We're already
thinking about how to solve the next problem.
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Contact
Information
To directly speak with someone, please
click the link below:

Contact Us

For additional information:

Visit Our Website

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
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The CrewPortal
The CrewPortal is a multi-purpose communications platform that lowers
costs, as only one core engine needs to be maintained while streamlining
communication with one single sign-on for all company-related
communications.

Multiple modules and apps enable each department to have a complete
solution tailored to all of their communication needs. Choose only the
modules you want and add functionality as your company's needs change. 



Scenario
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Airline A orders Notification Alerts and Training Features for their
CrewPortal App. The Training Dept can choose to have the CrewPortal
App notify the crews when their medicals are due 30 days before
expiration, with the alert visible in the app until the crew uploads their new
medicals. The Training Dept. will also notify the crews of upcoming
training events depending on the crew’s preference.

The Scheduling Dept can choose to send out automated notifications as
soon as the schedule change hits the core CMS database. The crew
member will see both departments' notifications in their CrewPortal App
and a text or email if they chose. Once the crew member views the
notifications they can accept the schedule modification, which will
automatically update the Scheduling Dept, and upload their medical
renewal. Automatically updating your Crew Qual. system, without a phone
call to departments.
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ELP CrewPortal
ELP’s CrewPortal improves productivity and lowers cost by provides the
crews and internal departments the ability to have one sign-on for all their
company communication needs and the carrier one core software.

Benefits of CrewPortal
Reduces Non-critical phone calls
Automates Costly Processes
Solves Staffing Shortages
Improves Productivity

Focus attention on critical issues
Lower Costs
Improves Crew Satisfaction
Improves IROPS Recovery
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How Does It Work?
ELP’s CrewPortal pulls data directly from all your core software’s multiple
databases into one dynamic engine, enabling real-time communications
between staff, crew members, internal departments, and sister carriers. 
 Each of your departments having complete control over what and how
the information is distributed, based on their individual needs.
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Our custom-designed
engine can pull data from all
your core software’s
multiple databases into one
core communication portal.
Custom logic provides the
flexibility to change and add
functionality as your
operation changes. Flexible
software makes
customization affordable
allowing us to automate
your costly and inefficient
processes.

The Engine
Crew members may choose

between 4 communication
methods, e-mail, app, text,
or robot-call. Apps enable

the crews to perform tasks
that normally require phone

calls and manual
performance by relevant

departments, automating
processes. Through custom

inter-dept chat
mechanisms, reaction times

are improved and labor
costs are lowered.

Web & App
Even with one core engine,

each dept has a custom
front-end, so each dept has

control over how their
communications are

delivered. With the ability to
back-feed information into

your core systems, the
CrewPortal provides a fully

automated, closed-loop
solution that reduces daily

calls and streamlines
processes.

Web Front-End
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AUTOMATION

Chose the level of automation you're
comfortable with. From fully automated with no
intervention all the way to fully manual, where
notifications are split between staff for
monitoring.

CrewPortal
Features

COMPLETE SOLUTION
A fully automated solution, information is sent to
crews, crews interact in real-time, and updates
your CMS database with required feedback. All
without a single phone-call.

VISIBILITY
Offers employees full visibility of any key
information that would normally require a phone
call.
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CUSTOM MODULES

The CrewPortal is specifically designed to
accommodate customization and new
functionality. Add new modules as often as you
need, the system will change with your operation.

CrewPortal
Features

COMMUNICATION METHODS
Users may choose between 4 communication
methods depending on their preference (i.e.,
Mobile App, Text, E-mail, Robot-Call). Improving
crew satisfaction and ease of use.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
Not just for crews. ELP's CrewPortal is designed
to be used for any users the Company needs to
communicate with, including between
departments, sister carriers, or regional and
mainline operators.
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NOTIFICATION ALERTS

ELP’s CrewPortal identifies all the pending
notifications in your Legacy System’s database,
performs a legality check, and notifies the
crewmember once they are legal for positive
communication. When a crew scheduling change
occurs, the system, in real-time, sends out
notifications either selectively or automatically,
depending on how your Portal is configured. , as
the modification or additions hit your CMS
database.

Thousands of notifications can be sent instantly,
generating a positive ROI due to the prevention
of costly crew-related flight delays or
cancellations.

Notifications can be sent through multiple
means depending on the airline and crew’s
choice (i.e., Voice, Mobile App, E-mail, and/or
Text). The CrewPortal tracks positive
notifications and can be updated in your CMS
depending on your comfort level, creating a fully
automated communications loop.

The alerts feature includes hotel information and
changes and their schedule and schedule
changes.

CrewPortal
Modules
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Techie Aviation
Experts With The
Human Touch
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CREWLIMITS

The CrewLimits feature provides crewmembers
an efficient method of checking their legal limits
on duty days.  This app ensures crews are always
aware of their limits, which helps avoid illegal
departures. This app increases communications
with Scheduling while removing the burden of
phone calls.

CrewPortal
Modules

LOGBOOK

The Log Book feature of the App provides crews
their flying history for any date range. This
improves crew and management relationships,
as the crews have easy access to information
important to them. This also relieves scheduling
from unnecessary phone calls and research
required when crewmembers call needed their
flight data.

BROADCAST

This feature is a one-way communication
messaging system, enabling the company to
send broadcast messages to crews, either in
select groups or to the full crew.
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ELP CrewLimits
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CANCELLED FLIGHTS

In the app, crew members are notified
immediately when flights are canceled within a
pairing. The earlier the notification, the quicker
the crewmember can be available for re-
assignment. This feature is another example of
improving the crewmember’s quality of life, and
therefore labor relations. The more information
the crew has access to, the quicker their reaction
times and the less burden on your staff. This is
especially helpful during staff shortages and
IROPS.

CrewPortal
Modules

CREWCHAT
ELP’s CrewChat gives the crews and the
company the ability to chat electronically.
Different departments can start chats with crews
or crews can address specific departments if
they initiate. This feature will immensely
minimize verbal communications with your
crews. All chats are stored in history.
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CrewChat
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FILLING OPEN TIME

Crews dropping to Open Time
Crews picking up from Open Time
Crews trading with Open Time

This feature enables the company to advertise
trips from open time, and the crews can respond
directly to the company, all without the need for
any direct phone calls. The app automates the
entire process by notifying the crewmember of
the award, and placing their awarded trip on their
schedule in your CMS database if desired.

It enables crews to be aware of open time
opportunities when they immediately become
available while minimizing scheduling’s effort to
fill open-time. The CrewPortal will calculate any
legal issues outside of the live system,
eliminating the trial and error process normally
required when manually searching for
candidates.

This feature enables crews to perform all the
Interactions with CrewTrac Open time:

CrewPortal
Modules
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Reliable
Solutions, 

Real People
Airlines call on us because we deliver, but also because we’re real

people who love what we do. Talking to Erwin, Jason, Stephanie, or
any of our programmers is a lot more helpful than staring at a
screen hoping for solutions. Since 2010, we've cleared up big
headaches for big clients. Get to know us and judge us by the

results, not Erwin’s corny quips
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CREWPAY APP

This feature enables the crews to follow their pay
throughout the bid period, communicate with the
payroll department, and have positive
acceptance prior to payroll processing. catching
entry errors before it is too late. All without any
phone calls. The app can be custom designed to
provide for any union obligations, lowering the
airline’s venerability to union grievances.

CrewPortal
Modules
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CrewPay App
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CrewPortal
Modules
CHECK IN

A fully automated feature, enabling your crews to
check-in through the app, reducing non-critical
communications. One of the greatest features of
the CrewPortal is relieving your scheduling staff
from non-critical communications. The Check-In
feature is just another example of automating
those communications streamlining your
processes.

Your management can set the parameters and
only allow the check-in option to be available
based on report-times and geo-locations. For
example, geo-tracking would only allow check-in
within a certain vicinity of the airport’s
coordinates.

Once the crewmember has checked-in, the
software may update your scheduling system
automatically or track historical data in a
separate database, depending on the needs of
the carrier.
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Check In
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CrewPortal
Modules
RESERVE SELF-ASSIGN

This feature enables crewmembers to bid for
open time that fits in their reserve footprint. The
app looks at live data to determine whether the
crew’s request is within their legal limits and the
airline’s requirements. Depending on the rules
set in the Admin’s CrewPortal, the assignment
process in your CMS can be as automated or
manual as you require. This feature can be
customized to fit any special self-assign
situations you need and contract obligations.

FIT-TO-FLY

If your pilots are required by your governing
authorities to positively accept their fitness for
duty prior to operating the flight, we have a
feature of our CrewPortal App that enables the
crewmember to view his/her limits and accept
the flight prior to operating. This offers a closed-
loop, automated process where your Scheduling
department will have full visibility and control
over fitness for duty positive acceptance.
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CrewPortal
Modules
RESERVE ASSIGN

This feature looks at all open time 7 days in the
future, and pairs crews with the most optimum
reserve crewmember. If an appropriate reserve
crew is unavailable, then the tool flags the
pairing. The engine supplies total for a larger
overview of the open time vs reserve crew’s
status for the next 7 days. Any trips that do not
have a potential crew or are left-over after all
reserves are assigned will be flagged and listed
in the CrewPortal to be advertised as premium
pick-up. The crewmembers will be able to use
the CrewPortal to request the open trips and the
assignment can be automatically assigned in
your CMS.

RESERVE LIST

This feature provides a daily, real-time, reserve
priority list, including names and order of
assignment. The ELP Reserves App enables the
crews to see where they stand on the reserve list
at any moment, and therefore be better prepared
to come into work, improving reaction times,
especially during IROPS.
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Any of ELP’s products can be altered to add any new functionality you need.
Custom software is what we do. We can create any new modules or
functionality, even if it applies only to your operation and no other airline. Our
uniquely built engines enable custom features without compromising the
stability and integrity of the products. Therefore, our products are well suited
to an industry that lacks custom software opportunities. We design and build
our products to not only suit each airline’s particular needs but also create the
engines to allow for the individual carriers to be able to alter the software as
rules and needs may change throughout time.

Custom Functionality
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About Us
ELP was established in 2010, is an
aviation software-development
company that creates systems
focused on advancing the
capabilities of crew management
departments. We are airline and
software people with the sole
purpose of providing mission
critical products & services to
increase the efficiency of the 
airline community.

ELP has the unique ability to create
tools that do not currently exist in
the marketplace and can be
seamlessly integrated with the
airline's current systems. ELP's
airline expertise, legacy database
knowledge, and software
development innovation makes us
stand out from other software
companies and airline software
vendors.
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Thank you for your time and
consideration to continue to partner
with ELP Aviation.

Contact Us

Visit Our Website

Thank You

For additional information:

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

Schedule Demo

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
mailto:jason@elpaviation.com
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/

